Tumbili

Scientific Name: Giraffa camelopardalis reticulata

Common Name: Reticulated giraffe

Sex: Male

Birthdate: March 24, 2010

Parents: Dam - Uzuri
         Sire - Mawimbi

Birthplace: Cheyenne Mountain Zoo

Weight: 1,527 pounds (2018)

Identification and Characteristics:
  • Some defining characteristics include his light face and small chest pattern (image 1).

Socialization, Temperament and Behavior:
  • Tumbili is best friends with Mashama; they tend to stick around each other.

Known Behaviors:
  • Target, back, chute, right and left front feet

Behaviors Being Trained:
  • Back foot in chute

Rewards:
  • Tumbili will take crackers, romaine, bananas and bread as reinforcers.

Reproductive History:
  • Tumbili has not sired any calves and is neutered.